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Interpol’s Mission

• Created 1923
• Promote and Coordinate International Police Activity
• National Central Bureau – 187 Countries
• Identify, Prevent/Suppress Crime
UNIQUE TOOLS

- Notice Program
- Data Bases
  Interpol Crim Information System (ICIS)
  Automated Search Facility (ASF)
Data Bases

- DNA Profiles - 70,238 profiles
- Stolen Motor Vehicles – 3.9 million
- Stolen Works of Art – 31,000 images
- Child Pornography – 516,000 images
- Weapons - 5,000
- Stolen Documents – 15.5 million
- Fingerprints - 80,000
USNCB

- Component of Department of Justice
- Co-Managed by DOJ and DHS
- Central Point of Contact in US
- Approximately 70 people
- 17 Agencies
- 4 Investigative Divisions
USNCB Terrorism Initiatives

- Project Face-Off
- Project Ocean View
- New Support
- IPSG
Project Face Off
Project Ocean View
Interpol Fingerprint Process

Cases to U.S.

Interpol Countries Leads

I/247

USNCB

FBI CJIS

CJIS IAFIS Terminal – Time reduction
New Concept Project

Support DoD and FBI CT Overseas Efforts

• Obtain Fingerprints
• Two Way Conversion
• Conduct Searches in Lyon
• Provide Feedback
• Expand and Upgrade
  • NIST Viewer License
  • NIST Software
  • Purchase of V700 Scanners
  • Increase Storage

• Virtual Data Base – Global System of Links
• Deployment of IRT Teams – Major Events 39
Other New Approaches

- Project Oasis
  - Africa
  - Mexico
- Palm Prints – Early 2009
- Forensic Area
  - Canada – Explosives Program
  - Romania – Fingerprint Dating
  - Colombia – Artificial Prints
- Expand USNCB
Direction USNB

- Domestic
  - Initiatives
  - Interpol Portal -2009
  - IAFIS - FBI
Questions?